the bio
Alexis Brooks is a #1best-selling author, journalist, essayist, and
researcher covering metaphysics, spirituality and new thought concepts. Her work
which explores consciousness, human potential, and the deeper characteristics of
reality from a transcendental perspective, have been described by others as “lucid
and easy to understand” in covering an otherwise complex and esoteric subject
matter.

!

A former broadcast executive, commercial copywriter, and voice talent for major
market radio and television, Alexis parlayed her journalistic skills into her life-long
passion: working and interfacing with some of the leading researchers and experts in the
field of consciousness and related subjects. She has interviewed many “alternative thought-leaders”
including, author and consciousness researcher Dr. Larry Dossey, author and paranormal researcher
Rosemary Ellen Guiley, near-death researcher PMH Atwater, OBE (out-of-body-experience) expert
William Buhlman, scientist and film maker David Sereda, psychic medium John Edward, author and
intuitive Penney Peirce and author and new science researcher Cynthia Sue Larson, among many others.
Her articles have appeared both in print and online for over a decade. Her work has been featured in
Spirit of Change Magazine, Wisdom Magazine, Fate Magazine and on popular alternative websites like,
Consciouslifenews.com and Lightworkersworld.com.

!Early on in her career as a “new thought” writer, Alexis was interviewed by well known paranormalist Uri
Geller about her own approach to understanding the complexities of consciousness. Additionally a very
personal and powerful dream account she experienced was featured in Best-Selling Author Rosemary
Ellen Guiley’s 1998 book, Dreamwork for the Soul.

!In March of 2013, Alexis co-hosted the Conscious Life News New Mind Body Spirit Summit, in which she
featured speakers including NY Times Best-Selling Author, Sonia Choquette, HeartMath’s Howard
Martin, and new age Grammy nominated recording artist, Steven Halpern.

!Alexis has been a featured speaker on the subject of animal reincarnation, and has covered this elusive
subject as part of her ongoing research.
!Her first book, Conscious Musings – A Collection of Contemplations about Life and Potentiality was

released in December of 2012 in spoken word format. The expanded version of Conscious Musings –
Contemplations to Transform Life and Realize Potential reached #1 Best-Selling status on Amazon in the
category of sociology of social theory on its official debut, March 20, 2014.

!

Alexis is a lead contributing writer and host of The Conscious Inquiry Radio Show with Alexis
Brooks on Conscious Life News. She also hosts her own blog, Higher Journeys which regularly covers
metaphysics, spirituality and consciousness related subjects.

!In addition to Alexis’ background in alternative media, she grew up in the entertainment industry as a teen
print and runway model and is cousin to Grammy award winning jazz artist Nancy Wilson, who was also
featured in Alexis’ book Conscious Musings, about her own “paranormal” encounter.

!She lives in the Boston area with her husband Derek and their white Persian cat Clover Paws, who
became a key factor in Alexis’ research into the phenomenon of animal reincarnation.
!Alexis Brooks on the web:
Contact:
Higher Journeys:
www.higherjourneys.com

Media Inquiries: media@higherjourneys.com
General Inquiries: ealexisbrooks@gmail.com

the book

!
!!
CONSCIOUS MUSINGS 	

Contemplations to transform life and realize potential
!! !
!! Powerful and lucid insights for a new world delivered by author,
researcher and radio host Alexis Brooks.
!!
Book hits #1 Best-Selling status on its debut.
!!
!! FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – Lexington, MA – Juxtapose the world as it
!! is! with the world as it could be, and you have two very opposing realities.
Individuals all over this planet have greatly underestimated their potential, and
!as! a result are seeing their world through the lens of limits and challenge,
anxiety and fear.
CONSCIOUS MUSINGS
Contemplations to Transform Life & !
!We
are on the brink of a paradigm shift, but the choice to shift is ours. In this
Realize Potential
!
ultimate
age of challenge and opportunity, egotism and altruism, the
!
!dichotomies
have reached a peak. The world that we live in is poised to
!change,
and can for the better, if we’re willing to take the “lenses” off.
!!
Conscious Musings which reached #1 Best-Selling status on Amazon in the
!category
of sociology of social theory on its official release, March 20,
!2014,and
!
best-selling status in both metaphysics and cognitive
!psychologysubsequent
categories, offers a collection of candid insights that gives the
reader the opportunity to have their own personal epiphany by examining the
!circumstances
of their everyday lives and the realization that it is we who
!create
our own reality; “individually and en masse” and only we can change it –
!in! any way we prefer!
!!
By examining provocative subjects like the paranormal, shamanic traditions,
and history, through a metaphysical lens, Conscious Musings draws a
!!
breathtaking correlation between these areas of inquiry within the context of
social psychology to illustrate the broader spectrum of reality, and how we can
!!
use this knowledge to recognize and ignite our own personal power.
!Honest and invigorating, Conscious Musings will appeal to the casual
!! !
!!
inquisitor, as well as those well versed in the areas of metaphysics,
consciousness and new thought.
!!
!For those seeking a life of liberation, and limitless abundance on all levels,
!!
Conscious Musings will set them on their path with renewed clarity and
confidence!
!“Conscious Musings is sure to inspire, motivate and stimulate our perspectives
!! !
!on life in an uplifting way.”
! !!
! -Howard Martin, Executive Vice President of HeartMath and co-author of
!
!
The HeartMath Solution
! !
!
“Alexis Brooks’ search for truth has been so diligent that her Conscious
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Musings is able to offer sophisticated insights beyond the usual platitudes.
Such grounded expansiveness is both inspiring and timely when both waking up
and clear manifesting are critical.”
-Foster Gamble, Creator of Thrive Movie – What on Earth Will it Take?

the endorsements

!
“In Conscious Musings Alexis Brooks reminds us that the perfect world we are looking for
might already be here. With an emphasis on personal responsibility and the importance of
service to others, we become the change we want to see. This is an intelligently written, thoughtfully
composed collection of essays that examine the human potential. It is a well-researched book that
examines the influence of consciousness on reality, looking at the act of reflection rather than
reaction. I was particularly intrigued by the idea that a simple change in one’s daily routine can be a
pre-cursor to change in other areas of life. Read this enlightening work, and as Alexis so clearly
states, ‘Embrace the journey’.”
-William Buhlman, author of Adventures in the Afterlife

!

“Conscious Musings is a marvelous collection of metaphysical principles designed to both educate
and enlighten the reader. I highly recommend this book.”
-Dr. Bruce Goldberg, author of Exploring the Fifth Dimension – Parallel Universes,
Teleportation and Out-of-Body Travel

!

“Conscious Musings is a celebration of inspiration and a feast for the soul. Alexis Brooks has a
rare talent for combining the most mind-boggling metaphysical concepts with down-to-Earth
practical ideas. She illuminates some of the great ideas of our time with graceful dexterity and takes
us on a journey to comprehend the nature of reality, asking questions such as, ‘Is paranormal the
new normal?’ Conscious Musings guides us through the challenges of our times, envisioning a state of
mindful awareness and wonder we can attain by which all problems can be solved.”
-Cynthia Sue Larson, author of Reality Shifts – When Consciousness Changes the Physical
World

!

“Alexis Brooks is a great ‘muser!’ She zooms in on poignant topics in the news and life, and
examines them in a spiritual, intuitive light. She connects the nonphysical and physical realms this
way, helping us see through the veil of confusion and ignorance that surrounds us on a daily basis.
It’s fun to contemplate the ideas along with her. It will help you notice other important things that
want noticing.”
-Penney Peirce, author of Leap of Perception and Frequency
“Conscious Musings is wonderful, inspirational and motivating! Alexis Brooks offers insights of
great depth and wisdom that she seamlessly brings together into a perfect wholeness. This book will
help you gain a higher perspective on life and how to make it richer and more rewarding.”
-Rosemary Ellen Guiley, author of Dream Messages from the Afterlife and
Soul Journeys.

!

“If you are ready to contemplate the unknown, to expand your awareness, to remember who
you are, I recommend Conscious Musings as a roadmap and Alexis Brooks your muse.”
-Ann Bolinger-McQuade, author of Everyday Oracles – Decoding the Divine Messages
That Are All Around Us

the endorsements
“Alexis has provided all of us with a thoughtful, beautifully written understanding of
ourselves, the times we are living in and the power of love. This book is sure to inspire,
motivate and stimulate our perspectives on life in an uplifting way. It is a testament to the
beauty of all that we are and a beauty we should never, ever forget.”
-Howard Martin, Executive Vice President, HeartMath and co-author with Doc Childre
of The HeartMath Solution

!

“Conscious Musings is a deep, entertaining and enlightening journey into these times of great crisis
and opportunity. Alexis Brooks effortlessly weaves personal reflections, cosmic truths, and our
collective reality, into a narrative that is both thoughtful and heartful. This work is a great
contribution to an awakening humanity.”
-Steve Bhaerman aka Swami Beyondananda, co-author with Bruce Lipton of Spontaneous
Evolution – Our Positive Future and A Way to Get There From Here

!

“Alexis Brooks’ search for truth has been so diligent that her Conscious Musings is able to offer
sophisticated insights beyond the usual platitudes. The altitude of her worldview allows her to see
beyond seeming dichotomies. She describes how a true ego is necessary to be both distinct and
unified with the cosmos, that responsible individualism is the core of real connectedness as
community and that authentic spirituality depends on the recognition of our sovereignty of every
being. Such grounded expansiveness is both inspiring and timely when both waking up and clear
manifesting are critical.”
-Foster Gamble, Creator of Thrive Movie – What On Earth Will it Take?
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the focus

Conscious Musings has achieved best-selling status in Social Theory, Metaphysics and
Cognitive Psychology as it covers diverse and distinct perspectives about the process
of transformation and potential. The book can be discussed in an interview format
with the following possible subject focuses…

❖ Human behavior, social consciousness, individualism vs. collectivism
❖ Metaphysics of potential, Spiritual transformation
❖ Paranormal phenomena/experience (afterlife, reincarnation/past lives,
animal reincarnation, out of body experiences)
❖ Personal transformation/Self help (heart based visualization, dreams/
manifestation, synchronicity and intuition)
NOTE: Each of these subjects can also be tailored and presented as a distinct focal
point for special presentations, workshops, and other public speaking engagements.

the questions

!
!
!
1. What inspired you to write Conscious Musings and why now?
2. Your book is about transformation through contemplation. Why is that so important?
3. In the beginning section of your book you discuss behavioral patterns in modern society and
how if we can manage a state of unbiased introspection, we’ll discover that we have used
belief systems to “rationalize reality” rather than exploring its broad spectrum. I’d love for
you to elaborate on that.
4. You feel that we have come to this point of what you call a “dichotomy of consciousness” –
during this period of shift. Explain this dichotomy and what it all means.
5. You have a chapter in your book called “Death of the Ego – R.I.P (Rest in Peace).” Tell us
where you’re going here.
6. Also in the first section of the book, there is a chapter called “Spiritual Sovereignty.” Just
what is that and why is that so important?
7. You devote an entire section of your book to the paranormal and metaphysical. How does
this tie in with the overall theme of your book?
8. So you really believe that embracing paranormal experience will help us to transform
ourselves?
9. You have a chapter called “The True Nature of Reality” and you talk about the after death
communications witnessed by the mother of Whitney Houston – Cissy Houston as well as
your own family member, jazz singer Nancy Wilson. Tell us about these two stories.
10.Also in this chapter you tell about your encounter with a woman you call “Lisa.” She told
you that she actually heard her deceased father over the phone during a conversation with her
sister. Tell us about this story.
11.Why do you think so many people deny these types of experiences? What’s going on here?
12.You really cover a broad range of paranormal experience in your book, including out of body
experiences, but you say that if we can embrace this part of reality then we will learn more
about ourselves right?
13.Let’s talk about dreams. You cover that as well. Can we really map our dreams to transform
our lives?

!

the questions

!
14.The last section of the book really gets into the mechanics of self transformation. Tell us
about that.
15.You cite the work of The HeartMath Institute and how we can use the intelligence and
potency of the heart to transform. How is this so?
16.You tell a story of how you feel that a lottery win that you had was triggered by a very small
change in your daily routine. This is interesting. Explain what brought you to this
conclusion.
17.You’ve also said that we can manifest circumstances and even objects in our lives by “feeling
into” our desire. What do you mean by this?
18.At the end of each section you have a little diary entry called “Musings of a New World.”
Are these your own real life “diary entries?”
19.Your last chapter is pretty sobering but inspiring. You talk about your own personal crisis and
how it forced you to transform yourself. Tell us about that?
20.How can people get in touch with you?
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the media
Lilou Mace's Juicy Living Tour (on location in Montreal)

!
!
!
Conscious Living with Wendy Garrett on Empowerment
Radio

!
!
Wicked Local Lexington: Alexis Brooks' first book is bestseller

!
The Hundredth Monkey Radio with Tom & Ramon

!
!
!
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!
Reality Shifters with Cynthia Sue
Larson (realityshifters.com)
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the media

!
!
!
!
The Unlikely Guide to Self-Transformation (Higher
Journeys/YouTube Channel)

!
!
!
!
30 Odd Minutes TV (on animal reincarnation)

